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since i'm writing this review, the company has announced a third
adagio violins vol. 1, which adds a seventh string and a lower 'dark'

articulation. the fourth volume seems to be on the way as well, which
should make for an interesting future. as is tradition, the files in each

section of the library contain.cdr and.kli files, a wav file of the
premixed stereo master, as well as a single.kli file for each

articulation. the violins in all four sections of the library contain seven
articulations, including the following: up to 16 violins can be tracked
simultaneously and the interface allows you to switch between them
without ever dropping a note. another addition is the program now

includes 80 different articulations. this library is a true leap forward in
adagio's sound engine. while its not perfect, it does represent a great

start and a huge improvement over the lackluster previous adagio
releases. with the latest update to adagio, the instrument library has

been completely re-programmed from the ground up. while there
have been several previous versions of this library, this is the first
time the sound engine has been completely re-worked since its

original release in 2004. with this update, adagio is capable of a more
realistic and satisfying sound thanks to the addition of new sampled
strings, pizzicato and articulations, allowing the violins to play with
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the most realistic sound possible. the added articulations range from
from very subtle vibrato, to full-bodied legato, allowing you to

achieve any kind of sound desired. 8dio includes around 30 violin
ensemble samples, and also has a number of'mini' patches that you

can use as substitutes for the full ensemble. there are separate
patches for solo violin, for solo cello, for solo viola, and for solo 'cello

or 'viola. these are all based on the same basic 'ensemble'
framework, which means that they do not differ in terms of

instrument, but in the rhythmic disposition and articulation of each
sample. the solo instruments are primarily for 'choreographing' your

track: you may use them to create dramatic entrances and exits from
your music, or to emphasize sudden entrances or changes of key. the

cello sample, for instance, starts playing a solo line only after the
violin sample has performed several beats; the viola sample then

adds a heavier articulation, and the 'cello sample repeats the
previous two notes. the patch for the solo violin and the solo 'cello

are both very basic; they are just a pair of single notes played slightly
off-beat.
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the instruments sound very good, and although the samples are
provided in 16-bit.wav format, the extra-high sample rate of 96khz is
effective enough to eliminate any audible frequency distortion. the

kontakt instruments have a good variety of articulations, including an
optional legato instrument, although it's a pity that some of the

articulations have no audio decay. the staccatissimo articulation, for
instance, has no decay at all. most of the articulations have a 'crisp'
attack, and the decay controls are also quite useful. there's no word

on whether the samples will be made available separately, but if so it
would be very useful. although the samples are in.wav format, the

usual kontakt instruments include tools for loading wav files into their
sample libraries: this allows you to use the same wav files as the

kontakt instruments, but it's not as convenient as it would be if the
wav samples were provided as part of the.rar package, so if you're

keen on using the wav samples in your own music then you'll have to
buy the full, not the individual, library. the notes are sampled in very

high resolution, and although the samples are provided in.wav
format, the extra-high sample rate of 96khz is effective enough to

eliminate any audible frequency distortion. the kontakt instruments
have a good variety of articulations, including an optional legato

instrument, although it's a pity that some of the articulations have no
audio decay. the staccatissimo articulation, for instance, has no

decay at all. most of the articulations have a 'crisp' attack, and the
decay controls are also quite useful. there's no word on whether the
samples will be made available separately, but if so it would be very
useful. although the samples are in.wav format, the usual kontakt
instruments include tools for loading wav files into their sample

libraries: this allows you to use the same wav files as the kontakt
instruments, but it's not as convenient as it would be if the wav

samples were provided as part of the.rar package, so if you're keen
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on using the wav samples in your own music then you'll have to buy
the full, not the individual, library. 5ec8ef588b
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